11th Grade Distance Learning: Week of May 4th
Your assignments for this week are listed here. If an assignment is spread out over more than one day, be sure to submit the assignment to your teacher by the end of the last day.

Monday, 5/4
Literature

Algebra
Review

Tuesday, 5/5

African
American
Studies

Thursday, 5/7

Ideas Made Visible: Author’s
Purpose

Ideas Made Visible: Author’s
Purpose

Ideas Made Visible: Author’s
Purpose

Ideas Made Visible: Author’s
Purpose

Read “Island Morning” (in this packet)
and answer questions #1-8. Email
your answers to Mr. Nugent at
gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Read “Georgia O’Keefe” (in this
packet) and answer questions #1-8.
Email your answers to Mr. Nugent at
gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Read “The Lost Boys” (in this packet)
and answer questions #1-7. Email
your answers to Mr. Nugent at
gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Read “The Open Window” (in this
packet) and answer questions #1-8.
Email your answers to Mr. Nugent at
gnugent@pfpcs.org.

Relations/Functions &
Domain/Range

Linear Functions

Linear Equations / Graphs

Rate of Change

Complete the Algebra assignments in
this packet and submit your answers
to Mr. Shareeq via Google Classroom.

Complete the Algebra assignments in
this packet and submit your answers
to Mr. Shareeq via Google Classroom.

Complete the Algebra assignments in
this packet and submit your answers
to Mr. Shareeq via Google Classroom.

Avogadro’s Hypothesis and Molar
Volume

Conversions Between Mole and
Gas Volume

Gas Density

Mole Road Map

Complete the readings and questions
in this packet related to the topic
above. Submit your responses to Ms.
Mills via Google Classroom.

Complete the readings and questions
in this packet related to the topic
above. Submit your responses to Ms.
Mills via Google Classroom.

Complete the readings and questions
in this packet related to the topic
above. Submit your responses to Ms.
Mills via Google Classroom.

Complete the readings and questions
in this packet related to the topic
above. Submit your responses to Ms.
Mills via Google Classroom.

Complete the Algebra assignments in
this packet and submit your answers
to Mr. Shareeq via Google Classroom.
Chemistry

Wednesday, 5/6

We will be reading Between the World and Me over the next few weeks. This week, read Part I. (It is long but interesting!).
Answer TWO of the questions in a response of at least three paragraphs and send your response to Bro. Elijah at eandres@pfpcs.org.

College
and Career
Readiness

Join Ms. O’Neal’s office hours on Friday at 11:00 AM for this week’s college readiness updates and assignments.

Spanish

View your Spanish assignments on Google Classroom and submit them via Google Classroom to Ms. Guzman.

Credit Recovery is due by May 15th! Email your completed Credit Recovery to Ms. O’Neal.

Literature

Island

mo r n i n g

Jamaica Kincaid

10

20

I grew up on an island in the West Indies which has an area of a hundred
and eight square miles. On the island were many sugarcane fields and a sugarmaking factory and a factory where both white and dark rum were made.
There were cotton fields, but there were not as many cotton fields as there
were sugarcane fields. There were arrowroot1 fields and tobacco fields, too,
but there were not as many arrowroot fields and tobacco fields as there were
cotton fields. Some of the fifty-four thousand people who lived on the island
grew bananas and mangoes and eddoes and dasheen and christophine2 and
sweet potatoes and white potatoes and plums and guavas and papaws and
limes and lemons and oranges and grapefruits, and every Saturday they would
bring them to the market, which was on Market Street, and they would sell the
things they had grown. This was the only way many of them could make a
a living, and, though it sounds like farming, they weren’t farmers in the way a
Midwestern wheatgrower is a farmer, and they don’t think of the plots of land
on which they grew these things as The Farm. Instead, the plots of land were
called The Ground. They might say, “Today, me a go up ground.” The Ground
was often many miles away from where they lived, and they got there not by
taking a truck or some other kind of automotive transportation but by riding
a donkey or by walking. A small number—a very small number—of the fiftyfour thousand people worked in banks or in offices. The rest of them—the
ones who didn’t grow things that were sold in the market on Saturday or work
in the factories or in the fields, the banks or the offices—were carpenters or

ANALYZE VISUALS
Examine the painting on
page 517. What mood do
the bright colors, busy
people, and whimsical
animals create? Explain
your answer.

a DICTION

Reread lines 7–12 aloud.
What is the effect of
listing each fruit and
vegetable separately
instead of simply
referring to the crops
as a group?

1. arrowroot: a West Indian plant from which a starch is derived, for use in cooking and medicine.
2. eddoes and dasheen and christophine: eddoes and dasheen are plants with edible corms,
or small bulblike growths. Christophine is a fruit-growing plant.
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Detail of Harvest Scene with Twelve People,
R. Mervilus. Oil on canvas.
Private collection. © SuperStock.

masons or servants in the new hotels for tourists which were appearing suddenly
all over the island, or servants in private homes, or seamstresses, or tailors, or
shopkeepers, or fishermen, or dockworkers, or schoolchildren. All of these
different people doing all these different things did this one thing: they were all
up and about by half past five in the morning, and they did this without the
help of an alarm clock or an automatic clock radio. Every morning—workday,
Saturday, or Sunday—the whole island was alive by six o’clock. People got up
30 early on weekdays to go to work or to school; they got up early on Saturday to
go to market; and they got up early on Sunday to go to church. b
It is true that the early morning is the most beautiful time of day on the
island. The sun has just come up and is immediately big and bright, the way
the sun always is on the island, but the air is still cool from the night; the sky
is deep, cool blue (like the sea, it gets lighter as the day wears on, and then it
gets darker, until by midnight it looks black); the red in the hibiscus and the
flamboyant3 flowers seems redder; the green of the trees and grass seems greener.
If it is December, there is dew everywhere: dew on the painted red galvanized
rooftops;4 dew on my mother’s upside-down washtubs; dew on the stones that
40 make up her stone heap (a round mound of big and little stones in the middle
of our yard; my mother spreads out soapy white laundry on these stones, so that
the hot sun will bleach them even whiter); dew on the vegetables in my mother’s
treasured (to her, horrible to me) vegetable garden. But it wasn’t to admire any
of these things that people got up so early. I had never, in all the time I lived
there, heard anyone say, “What a beautiful morning.” Once, just the way I had
read it in a book, I stretched and said to my mother, “Oh, isn’t it a really lovely
morning?” She didn’t reply to that at all, but she pulled my eyelids this way and
that and then said that my sluggish liver was getting even more sluggish. I don’t
know why people got up so early, but I do know that they took great pride in
50 this. It wasn’t unusual at all to hear one woman say to another, “Me up since c
way ’fore day mornin’,” and for the other woman to say back to her, with a
laugh, “Yes, my dear, you know de early bird ketch de early worm.”
In our house, we got up every day at half past five. This is what got us up:
every morning, Mr. Jarvis—a dockworker who lived with his wife (she sold sweets
she made herself to schoolchildren at the bus depot just before they boarded buses
that would take them back to their homes in the country) and their eight children
in a house at the very end of our street—would take his herd of goats to pasture.
At exactly half past five, he and his goats reached our house. We heard the cries
of the goats and the sound the stake at the end of the chain tied around their
60 necks made as it dragged along the street. Above the sound of what my mother
called “the early morning racket,” we could hear Mr. Jarvis whistling. Mostly, he
whistled the refrain of an old but popular calypso5 tune. The words in the refrain
were “Come le’ we go, Soukie, Come le’ we go.” If we heard only the crying of
3. flamboyant: another name for the royal poinciana (poin’sC-BnPE) tree,
known for its huge red flowers.
4. galvanized rooftops: metal roofs coated with a layer of zinc to prevent rust.
5. calypso (kE-lGpPsI): a type of West Indian music based on African rhythms,
often with lyrics about local events or personalities.
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b DICTION

Reread lines 28–31.
What effect is created
by the repetition of the
phrase “got up early”?

c GRAMMAR AND STYLE

Reread lines 32–50.
Kincaid creates long,
fluid sentences by
using the coordinating
conjunctions and and but.

Farm in Haiti, Roosevelt. Oil on canvas. Private collection. © SuperStock.
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the goats and the sound of their chain, we knew it was Mr. Jarvis’s son Nigel,
a rude wharf-rat boy, who was taking the goats to pasture. d
We weren’t the only ones who got up to the sound of Mr. Jarvis and his goats.
Mr. Gordon, a man who grew lettuce and sold most of it to the new hotels and
who lived right next to us, would get up soon after Mr. Jarvis passed. He would
throw open all the windows and all the doors in his house, and he would turn on
his radio and tune it to a station in St. Croix,6 a station which at that hour played
American country-and-Western music. It may have been from this that my
mother developed her devotion to the music of Hank Williams.7 Mr. Gordon
was very nice to my family, but that didn’t prevent me from deciding that he
resembled a monkey, and so I nicknamed him Monkey Lettuce. I called him this
only behind his and my parents’ back, of course. We never tuned our radio to
the station in St. Croix. Instead, at exactly seven o’clock, my parents turned on
our radio and tuned it to the station on our island. A man’s voice would say, “It
is seven o’clock.” Then another voice, a completely different voice, would say,
“This is BBC London.”8 Then we would listen to the news being broadcast. At
around that time, we sat down to eat breakfast. e

d DICTION

Reread lines 61–65.
Compare the dialect in the
song Kincaid quotes with
Kincaid’s own words, such
as “a rude wharf-rat boy.”
Describe how they differ.

e PAT TERNS OF

ORGANIZ ATION
Identify the pattern of
organization used in lines
75–80, and cite the specific
words that signal this
pattern. How does the
organization help you to
follow the events Kincaid
describes?

6. St. Croix (kroi): an island in the Caribbean Sea, one of the U.S. Virgin Islands.
7. Hank Williams: American songwriter, known for many country-and-Western hits, who died at the age of 29.
8. BBC London: the British Broadcasting Corporation, based in London, broadcasts in many areas that are
part of the Commonwealth of Nations.

island morning
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Between the time I got up and eight o’clock, I would have helped my mother
fill her washtubs with water, swept up the yard, fed the chickens, taken a bath
in cold water, polished my shoes, pressed my school uniform (gray pleated-linen
tunic, pink poplin blouse), gone to the grocer (Mr. Richards) to buy fresh bread
(two fourpence loaves, one each for my mother and father; a twopence loaf for
me; and three penny loaves, one each for my little brothers) and also to buy
butter and cheese (made in New Zealand), gone to Miss Roma to have my hair
freshly braided, and eaten a breakfast of porridge, eggs, bread and butter, cheese,
and hot Ovaltine.9 By that time, it was no longer early morning on our island,
and half an hour later, together with two hundred and ninety-nine other girls
and three hundred boys, I would be in my school auditorium singing, “All things
bright and beautiful, All creatures great and small.”
I now live in Manhattan. The only thing it has in common with the island
where I grew up is a geographical definition. Certainly no one I know gets
up at half past five, at six o’clock, at seven o’clock, at half past seven, at eight
o’clock. I know one person who sleeps all day and stays up all night. I know
another person who has to take a nap if he gets up before noon. And how easy
it is, I have noticed, to put a great distance between you and a close friend if
you should call that friend before ten in the morning. f
I wake up, still, without an alarm, at half past five. In the neighborhood in
which I live, it is very quiet at that hour. It is not romantic at all to hear nothing
in the city. At around six o’clock, I begin to hear the sound of moving vehicles.
Trucks. I know they are trucks because the sound I hear is a rumbling sound
that only trucks make. The sound sometimes comes from streets far away. If I
get up and look out, I might not see anyone. If I see anyone, it is always two
or three men together, dressed identically, in tight black leather pants, a black
leather jacket, a black leather cap, and black leather boots. They will walk very
quickly down my street as if they are in a great hurry. When I look out, I never
notice the early light playing on the street or on the brownstone houses across
the street from me. In Manhattan, I notice only whether it is sunny or bright or
cloudy and gray or raining or snowing. I never notice things like gradations of
light,10 but my friends tell me that they are there.
Between six and seven, I sit and read women’s magazines. I read articles
about Elizabeth Taylor’s new, simple life, articles about Mary Tyler Moore,
articles about Jane Pauley, articles about members of the Carter family, articles
about Candice Bergen, articles about Doris Day, articles about Phyllis Diller,
and excerpts from Lana Turner’s autobiography.11 I know many things about
these people—things that they may have forgotten themselves and things that,
should we ever meet, they might wish I would forget also. At seven o’clock, I g

9. Ovaltine: a nutritious chocolate drink.
10. gradations of light: shades of light; light that changes by very small degrees from lighter to darker.
11. Elizabeth Taylor’s . . . Turner’s autobiography: The people named are actors, journalists, musicians, and
other celebrities of the time, whose exploits would have made it into the pages of popular magazines.
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f PAT TERNS OF

ORGANIZ ATION
Reread lines 93–99.
Which pattern of
organization does the
author use to highlight
the differences between
Antigua and Manhattan?
Identify the word or
phrase that signals
a shift in subject.

g TONE

How would you describe
Kincaid’s tone, or
attitude, in lines 113–119?
Explain your answer.

Brownstones, Patti Mollica. © Patti Mollica/SuperStock.
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130

watch the morning news for one whole hour. I watch the morning news for
two reasons: it makes me feel as if I am living in Chicago, and on the morning
news I see and hear the best reports on anything having to do with pigs. I
don’t know why the morning news makes me feel as if I am living in Chicago
and not, say, Cleveland, but there it is. I love Chicago and would like to live
there, but only for an hour. Some days, after watching the morning news, my
head is filled with useless (to me) but interesting information about pigs. Some
of the information, though, is good only for a day. Then, for half an hour, I
watch Captain Kangaroo. I love Captain Kangaroo and have forgiven him for
saying to Chastity Bono, when they were both guests on her parents’ television
show,12 “Now, let me lay this on you, Chastity.”13 Surely a grown man, even if
he is a children’s hero (perhaps because he is a children’s hero), shouldn’t talk
like that.
Then it is half past eight and no longer early morning in Manhattan, either. !

ANALYZE VISUALS
Compare this painting
with the one on page
519. How well does
each capture the setting
Kincaid describes?
Consider the colors and
lines in both paintings,
as well as each artist’s
depiction of light.

October 17, 1977

12. Captain Kangaroo . . . television show: Captain Kangaroo, a.k.a. Bob Keeshan, was the host of
a long-running television program for children. Chastity Bono is the daughter of Sonny Bono and
Cher, pop singers who hosted a variety TV show in the 1970s.
13. “Now, let me . . . Chastity”: Captain Kangaroo was using a slang expression of the time. Used mostly
by young people, it meant, “Now, let me tell you something.”

island morning
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall What does Kincaid compare and contrast in this essay?
2. Recall What time did most people in Kincaid’s home country start their day?
3. Clarify Explain why the author feels that the only thing Manhattan and
Antigua share is “a geographical definition” of being an island.

Literary Analysis
4. Analyze Patterns of Organization To compare and contrast Antigua
and Manhattan, Kincaid includes many of the same kinds of details in
her description of each place. Use the chart you created as you read to
find examples of these points of comparison. In your opinion, which one
highlights similarities and differences between the two islands most
effectively? Support your opinion with evidence.
5. Analyze Author’s Perspective An author’s perspective is the way he or she
looks at a topic. How might Kincaid’s childhood experiences in Antigua have
influenced her perspective on living in New York? If she had grown up in a
big city, would her new home seem less foreign to her? Use evidence from
the text to support your answer.
6. Draw Conclusions Reread lines 100–112. Why do the author’s friends in
Manhattan notice the gradations of light, while she herself does not? What
might this tell you about her feelings toward Manhattan as her home?
Explain your answer.
7. Evaluate Diction Kincaid frequently uses lists and repetition to achieve her
unique style. In a chart like the one shown, record three examples of such
usage. Then complete your chart by briefly explaining the effect created
by each example.
Example of Kincaid’s Diction

Effect Created

“Certainly no one I know gets up at
half past five, at six o’clock, at seven
o’clock, at half past seven, at eight
o’clock.” (lines 94–96)

Kincaid’s use of repetition here helps
emphasize how solitary her mornings in
New York are. It gives the paragraph a
reflective, lonely tone.

Literary Criticism
8. Critical Interpretations The literary critic Suzanne Freeman has said that
Kincaid’s “singsong style” produces “images that are as sweet and mysterious
as the secrets that children whisper in your ear.” In your opinion, does this
comment apply to Kincaid’s depiction of her island birthplace? Cite details
and description from the selection to support your opinion.
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"eorgia

O’!eeffe

joan didion

10

20

“Where I was born and where and how I have lived is unimportant,” Georgia
O’Keeffe told us in the book of paintings and words published in her ninetieth
year on earth. She seemed to be advising us to forget the beautiful face in the
Stieglitz photographs.1 She appeared to be dismissing the rather condescending
romance that had attached to her by then, the romance of extreme good looks
and advanced age and deliberate isolation. “It is what I have done with where I
have been that should be of interest.” I recall an August afternoon in Chicago in
1973 when I took my daughter, then seven, to see what Georgia O’Keeffe had
done with where she had been. One of the vast O’Keeffe “Sky Above Clouds”
canvases floated over the back stairs in the Chicago Art Institute that day,
dominating what seemed to be several stories of empty light, and my daughter
looked at it once, ran to the landing, and kept on looking. “Who drew it,” she
whispered after a while. I told her. “I need to talk to her,” she said finally.
My daughter was making, that day in Chicago, an entirely unconscious, but
quite basic assumption about people and the work they do. She was assuming
that the glory she saw in the work reflected a glory in its maker, that the painting
was the painter as the poem is the poet, that every choice one made alone—every
word chosen or rejected, every brush stroke laid or not laid down—betrayed
one’s character. Style is character. It seemed to me that afternoon that I had rarely
seen so instinctive an application of this familiar principle, and I recall being
pleased not only that my daughter responded to style as character but that it
was Georgia O’Keeffe’s particular style to which she responded: this was a hard
woman who had imposed her 192 square feet of clouds on Chicago. a
1. Stieglitz (stCgPlGts) photographs: American photographer Alfred Stieglitz, O’Keeffe’s husband,
took and exhibited many photographs of O’Keeffe.
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condescending
(kJnQdG-sDnPdGng) adj.
assuming an air of
superiority

ANALYZE VISUALS
Examine this 1932
Stieglitz photograph of
O’Keeffe. List three traits
you would attribute to
O’Keeffe based solely on
this photograph.

a IMPLIED M AIN IDEAS

Reread lines 14–23 and
think about the details
Didion includes about
her daughter’s reaction
to O’Keeffe’s work. What
is the main idea of the
paragraph?

“!
30

40

ardness” has not been in our century a quality much admired
in women, nor in the past twenty years has it even been in
official favor for men. When hardness surfaces in the very old
we tend to transform it into “crustiness” or eccentricity, some
tonic pepperiness to be indulged at a distance. On the evidence of her work
and what she has said about it, Georgia O’Keeffe is neither “crusty” nor
eccentric. She is simply hard, a straight shooter, a woman clean of received
wisdom and open to what she sees. This is a woman who could early on b
dismiss most of her contemporaries as “dreamy,” and would later single out
one she liked as “a very poor painter.” (And then add, apparently by way of
softening the judgment: “I guess he wasn’t a painter at all. He had no courage
and I believe that to create one’s own world in any of the arts takes courage.”)
This is a woman who in 1939 could advise her admirers that they were
missing her point, that their appreciation of her famous flowers was merely
sentimental. “When I paint a red hill,” she observed coolly in the catalogue for
an exhibition that year, “you say it is too bad that I don’t always paint flowers.
A flower touches almost everyone’s heart. A red hill doesn’t touch everyone’s
heart.” This is a woman who could describe the genesis of one of her most
well-known paintings—the “Cow’s Skull: Red, White and Blue” owned by the
Metropolitan—as an act of quite deliberate and derisive orneriness. “I thought
of the city men I had been seeing in the East,” she wrote. “They talked so
often of writing the Great American Novel—the Great American Play—the
Great American Poetry. . . . So as I was painting my cow’s head on blue I
thought to myself, ‘I’ll make it an American painting. They will not think it
great with the red stripes down the sides—Red, White and Blue—but they
will notice it.’”

b GRAMMAR AND STYLE

Reread lines 30–31.
Didion uses both concrete
nouns, such as woman,
and abstract nouns, such
as wisdom, to discuss
O’Keeffe. Concrete nouns
add substance to abstract
ideas.

genesis (jDnPG-sGs) n.
the origin or coming into
being (of something)
derisive (dG-rFPsGv) adj.
expressing contempt
or ridicule

"

50

60

he city men. The men. They. The words crop up again and again
as this astonishingly aggressive woman tells us what was on her
mind when she was making her astonishingly aggressive paintings.
It was those city men who stood accused of sentimentalizing her
flowers: “I made you take time to look at what I saw and when you took time
to really notice my flower you hung all your associations with flowers on my
flower and you write about my flower as if I think and see what you think and
see—and I don’t.” And I don’t. Imagine those words spoken, and the sound
you hear is don’t tread on me. “The men” believed it impossible to paint New
York, so Georgia O’Keeffe painted New York. “The men” didn’t think much
of her bright color, so she made it brighter. The men yearned toward Europe
so she went to Texas, and then New Mexico. The men talked about Cézanne,2
“long involved remarks about the ‘plastic quality’ of his form and color,”
and took one another’s long involved remarks, in the view of this angelic
rattlesnake in their midst, altogether too seriously. “I can paint one of those c
2. Cézanne (sA-zBnP): Paul Cézanne, late-19th-century French painter whose style and study
of shapes influenced new art movements in the early 20th century.
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c TONE

Think about the words
and phrases that Didion
italicizes or repeats in
lines 50–64. How would
you describe her tone?
Explain your answer.

ANALYZE VISUALS
Reread lines 41–49.
What message do you
think O’Keeffe was
sending to the “city
men” when she painted
this piece? Explain your
answer, citing details
from the text as well
as the painting.

Cow’s Skull: Red, White, and Blue (1931), Georgia O’Keeffe. Oil on canvas, 397/8" × 357/8". The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, Alfred Stieglitz Collection, 1952. © Georgia O’Keeffe/Metropolitan Museum of Art (52.203)/Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York.
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dismal-colored paintings like the men,” the woman who regarded herself
always as an outsider remembers thinking one day in 1922, and she did: a
painting of a shed “all low-toned and dreary with the tree beside the door.”
She called the act of rancor “The Shanty” and hung it in her next show. “The
men seemed to approve of it,” she reported fifty-four years later, her contempt
undimmed. “They seemed to think that maybe I was beginning to paint. That
was my only low-toned dismal-colored painting.”
Some women fight and others do not. Like so many successful guerrillas3
in the war between the sexes, Georgia O’Keeffe seems to have been equipped
early with an immutable sense of who she was and a fairly clear understanding
that she would be required to prove it. On the surface her upbringing was
conventional. She was a child on the Wisconsin prairie who played with china
dolls and painted watercolors with cloudy skies because sunlight was too hard
to paint and, with her brother and sisters, listened every night to her mother
read stories of the Wild West, of Texas, of Kit Carson and Billy the Kid.4 She

rancor (rBngPkEr) n.
bitter and deep ill will

immutable (G-myLPtEbEl) adj. unchanging

3. guerrillas (gE-rGlPEz): members of irregular military units who work to undermine the enemy
using tactics such as surprise raids.
4. Kit Carson and Billy the Kid: Carson was a scout in the American West; Billy the Kid was an outlaw.

georgia o’keeffe
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told adults that she wanted to be an artist and
was embarrassed when they asked what kind of
artist she wanted to be: she had no idea “what
kind.” She had no idea what artists did. She had
never seen a picture that interested her, other
than a pen-and-ink Maid of Athens5 in one of her
mother’s books, some Mother Goose illustrations
printed on cloth, a tablet cover that showed a little
girl with pink roses, and the painting of Arabs on
horseback that hung in her grandmother’s parlor.
At thirteen, in a Dominican convent, she was
mortified when the sister corrected her drawing.
At Chatham Episcopal Institute in Virginia she
painted lilacs and sneaked time alone to walk out
to where she could see the line of the Blue Ridge
Mountains on the horizon. At the Art Institute in
Chicago she was shocked by the presence of live
models and wanted to abandon anatomy lessons.
At the Art Students League in New York one
of her fellow students advised her that, since he
would be a great painter and she would end up
teaching painting in a girls’ school, any work of
hers was less important than modeling for him.
Jimson Weed (1932), Georgia O’Keeffe. The Georgia O’Keeffe Museum, Santa Fe,
Another painted over her work to show her how
New Mexico. © Georgia O’Keeffe Museum, Santa Fe/Art Resource, New York/
6
the Impressionists did trees. She had not before
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
heard how the Impressionists did trees and she did
ANALYZE VISUALS
not much care.
O’Keeffe is celebrated
At twenty-four she left all those opinions behind and went for the first time
for her ability to make
to live in Texas, where there were no trees to paint and no one to tell her how
even flowers look strong
not to paint them. In Texas there was only the horizon she craved. In Texas
and imposing. Explain
she had her sister Claudia with her for a while, and in the late afternoons they
how she creates this air
of strength, considering
would walk away from town and toward the horizon and watch the evening
elements such as the
star come out. “That evening star fascinated me,” she wrote. “It was in some
flower’s size, position,
way very exciting to me. My sister had a gun, and as we walked she would
and color.
throw bottles in the air and shoot as many as she could before they hit the
d TONE
ground. I had nothing but to walk into nowhere and the wide sunset space
Reread lines 107–119.
with the star. Ten watercolors were made from that star.” In a way one’s interest
What is the “shining
is compelled as much by the sister Claudia with the gun as by the painter
record” Didion refers
Georgia with the star, but only the painter left us this shining record. Ten
to? Describe the tone
watercolors were made from that star. ! d
conveyed by the writer’s
word choice.

5. Maid of Athens: the subject of a love poem by 19th-century English writer George Gordon, Lord Byron.
6. Impressionists: members of an influential 19th-century French school of painting who focused on
depicting quick visual impressions and conveying how light influenced the scenes they painted.
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall What anecdote, or short personal story, does Didion tell at the
beginning of this essay?
2. Clarify What did O’Keeffe’s critics tend to think of her work?

Literary Analysis
3. Paraphrase O’Keeffe asserts, “Where I was born and where and how I have
lived is unimportant. It is what I have done with where I have been that should
be of interest.” Paraphrase this quotation. Then explain what O’Keeffe meant.
4. Understand Motives What inspired O’Keeffe to act the way she did? For each
action described in the chart, identify O’Keeffe’s motive, or inspiration. Use a
graphic organizer like the one shown to record your answers.
Motive

Action
O’Keeffe paints “Cow’s Skull: Red, White, and Blue” (line 42).
O ’Keeffe uses even brighter colors in her paintings (line 60).
O’Keeffe moves to the Southwest (line 108).

5. Identify Implied Main Idea Reread lines 72–106. Examine the details in this
paragraph. What is the implied main idea conveyed by these details? Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.
6. Analyze Characterization Didion reveals her subject’s traits using the same
methods of characterization used by fiction writers. Identify at least two
methods of characterization Didion uses in this selection. Then explain which
of O’Keeffe’s traits are revealed in each case, citing evidence from the text.
7. Analyze Tone Review the chart you filled in as you read. How does Didion’s
tone help convey the ideas she wants to express about O’Keeffe?

Literary Criticism
8. Author’s Style Joan Didion has remarked that “writing is hostile in that
you’re trying to make somebody see something the way you see it, trying to
impose your idea, your picture.” In what ways might this essay be considered
“hostile”? Did Didion achieve her goal of making you see Georgia O’Keeffe the
same way she does? Explain your answer.

georgia o’keeffe
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The

Lost Boys

sar a corbet t

these young african refugees survived lions, crocodiles,
and starvation. now they’re starting life over in america.
One evening in late January, Peter Dut, 21, leads his two teenage brothers
through the brightly lit corridors of the Minneapolis airport, trying to mask his
confusion. Two days earlier, the brothers, refugees from Africa, had encountered
their first light switch and their first set of stairs. An aid worker in Nairobi1 had
demonstrated the flush toilet to them—also the seat belt, the shoelace, the fork.
And now they find themselves alone in Minneapolis, three bone-thin African
boys confronted by a swirling river of white faces and rolling suitcases.
Finally, a traveling businessman recognizes their uncertainty. “Where are
you flying to?” he asks kindly, and the eldest brother tells him in halting,
10 bookish English. A few days earlier, they left a small mud hut in a blisteringhot Kenyan refugee camp, where they had lived as orphans for nine years after
walking for hundreds of miles across Sudan.2 They are now headed to a new
home in the U.S.A. “Where?” the man asks in disbelief when Peter Dut says
the city’s name. “Fargo? North Dakota? You gotta be kidding me. It’s too cold
there. You’ll never survive it!”
And then he laughs. Peter Dut has no idea why. b
In the meantime, the temperature in Fargo has dropped to 15 below. The
boys tell me that, until now, all they have ever known about cold is what they
felt grasping a bottle of frozen water. An aid worker handed it to them one day
20 during a “cultural orientation” session at the Kakuma3 Refugee Camp, a place
where the temperature hovers around 100 degrees.
Peter Dut and his two brothers belong to an unusual group of refugees
referred to by aid organizations as the Lost Boys of Sudan, a group of roughly
10,000 boys who arrived in Kenya in 1992 seeking refuge from their country’s

1. Nairobi (nF-rIPbC): the capital city of Kenya, a country in Africa.
2. Sudan: a country in eastern Africa northwest of Kenya.
3. Kakuma (kE-kLPmä).
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a GR APHIC AIDS

This photograph was
taken shortly after the
Dut brothers arrived in
North Dakota. What do
their facial expressions
and body language
suggest about their
comfort level in their
new surroundings?

b

AUTHOR’S PURPOSE
The writer begins this
article with an anecdote
instead of immediately
presenting statistics
about Sudan. How does
this choice affect your
perception of the subject
matter?

a

30

40

fractious civil war. The fighting pits a northern Islamic government against
rebels in the south who practice Christianity and tribal religions.
The Lost Boys were named after Peter Pan’s posse of orphans. According to
U.S. State Department estimates, some 17,000 boys were separated from their
families and fled southern Sudan in an exodus of biblical proportions after
fighting intensified in 1987. They arrived in throngs, homeless and parentless,
having trekked about 1,000 miles from Sudan to Ethiopia, back to Sudan,
and finally to Kenya. The majority of the boys belonged to the Dinka or Nuer
tribes, and most were between the ages of 8 and 18. (Most of the boys don’t
know for sure how old they are; aid workers assigned them approximate ages
after they arrived in 1992.)
Along the way, the boys endured attacks from the northern army and
marauding bandits, as well as lions who preyed on the slowest and weakest
among them. Many died from starvation or thirst. Others drowned or were
eaten by crocodiles as they tried to cross a swollen Ethiopian river. By the time
the Lost Boys reached the Kakuma Refugee Camp, their numbers had been
cut nearly in half.
the lost boys’ perilous journey to freedom

sudan

c

africa

To U.S.

Sudan

ethiopia
central
african
republic

democratic republic
of congo

250 km

250 miles
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uganda

Kakuma
Refugee
Camp

kenya

fractious (frBkPshEs) adj.
hard to manage or hold
together; unruly
posse (pJsPC) n. a band
exodus (DkPsE-dEs) n. a
mass departure

marauding (mE-rôPdGng)
adj. roaming about
in search of plunder
maraud v.

c

GR APHIC AIDS
List two details included
on the map that are not
provided in the article.
What do you think is
the most important
piece of information
communicated by
this map?

In 1992, roughly 10,000 boys from Sudan poured into a refugee camp in Kenya.

50

60

Now, after nine years of subsisting on rationed corn mush and lentils and
living largely ungoverned by adults, the Lost Boys of Sudan are coming to
America. In 1999, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
which handles refugee cases around the world, and the U.S. government
agreed to send 3,600 of the boys to the U.S.—since going back to Sudan was
out of the question. About 500 of the Lost Boys still under the age of 18 will
be living in apartments or foster homes across the U.S. by the end of this year.
The boys will start school at a grade level normal for their age, thanks to a
tough English-language program at their refugee camp. The remaining 3,100
Lost Boys will be resettled as adults. After five years, each boy will be eligible
for citizenship, provided he has turned 21.

subsist (sEb-sGstP) v. to
support oneself at a
minimal level

nighttime in america?
On the night that I stand waiting for Peter Dut and his brothers to land in
Fargo, tendrils of snow are snaking across the tarmac. The three boys file
through the gate without money or coats or luggage beyond their small
backpacks. The younger brothers, Maduk, 17, and Riak, 15, appear petrified.
As a social worker passes out coats, Peter Dut studies the black night through
the airport window. “Excuse me,” he says worriedly. “Can you tell me, please,
is it now night or day?”
This is a stove burner. This is a can opener. This is a brush for your teeth.
The new things come in a tumble. The brothers’ home is a sparsely furnished,
two-bedroom apartment in a complex on Fargo’s south side. Rent is $445 a
month. It has been stocked with donations from area churches and businesses:
toothpaste, bread, beans, bananas.

the lost boys
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A caseworker empties a garbage bag full of donated clothing, which looks to
have come straight from the closet of an elderly man. I know how lucky the boys
are: The State Department estimates that war, famine, and disease in southern
Sudan have killed more than 2 million people and displaced another 4 million.
Still I cringe to think of the boys showing up for school in these clothes.
The next day, when I return to the apartment at noon, the boys have been
up since 5 and are terribly hungry. “What about your food?” I ask, gesturing to
the bread and bananas and the box of cereal sitting on the counter.
Peter grins sheepishly. I suddenly realize that the boys, in a lifetime of
cooking maize and beans over a fire pit, have never opened a box. I am placed
in the role of teacher. And so begins an opening spree. We open potato chips.
We open a can of beans. We untwist the tie on the bagged loaf of bread. Soon,
the boys are seated and eating a hot meal. d
living on leaves and berries
The three brothers have come a long way since they fled their village in Sudan
with their parents and three sisters—all of whom were later killed by Sudanese
army soldiers. The Lost Boys first survived a 6- to 10-week walk to Ethiopia,
often subsisting on leaves and berries and the occasional boon of a warthog
carcass. Some boys staved off dehydration by drinking their own urine. Many
fell behind; some were devoured by lions or trampled by buffalo.
The Lost Boys lived for three years in Ethiopia, in UN-supported camps,
before they were forced back into Sudan by a new Ethiopian government no
longer sympathetic to their plight. Somehow, more than 10,000 of the boys
miraculously trailed into Kenya’s UN camps in the summer of 1992—as
Sudanese government planes bombed the rear of their procession.
For the Lost Boys, then, a new life in America might easily seem to be the
answer to every dream. But the real world has been more complicated than
that. Within weeks of arriving, Riak is placed in a local junior high; Maduk
starts high school classes; and Peter begins adult-education classes.
refugee blues
Five weeks later, Riak listens quietly through a lesson on Elizabethan history
at school, all but ignored by white students around him.
Nearby at Fargo South High School, Maduk is frequently alone as well,
copying passages from his geography textbook, trying not to look at the short
skirts worn by many of the girls.
Peter Dut worries about money. The three brothers say they receive just
$107 in food stamps each month and spend most of their $510 monthly cash
assistance on rent and utilities.
Resettlement workers say the brothers are just undergoing the normal
transition. Scott Burtsfield, who coordinates resettlement efforts in Fargo
through Lutheran Social Services, says: “The first three months are always
the toughest. It really does get better.”
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d AUTHOR’S PURPOSE

What is Corbett’s purpose
in lines 70–77? Explain,
citing specific details
from the passage.

boon (bLn) n. a benefit;
blessing

e

Riak Dut, shown here in his school lunch line, eats alone most days.

110

120

The Lost Boys can only hope so; they have few other options. A return to
southern Sudan could be fatal. “There is nothing left for the Lost Boys to go
home to—it’s a war zone,” says Mary Anne Fitzgerald, a Nairobi-based
relief consultant.
Some Sudanese elders have criticized sending boys to the U.S. They worry
their children will lose their African identity. One afternoon, an 18-year-old
Lost Boy translated a part of a tape an elder had sent along with many boys:
“He is saying: ‘Don’t drink. Don’t smoke. Don’t kill. Go to school every day,
and remember, America is not your home.’” f
But if adjustment is hard, the boys also experience consoling moments.
One of these comes on a quiet Friday night last winter. As the boys make a
dinner of rice and lentils, Peter changes into an African outfit, a finely woven
green tunic, with a skullcap to match, bought with precious food rations
at Kakuma.
Just then, the doorbell rings unexpectedly. And out of the cold tumble four
Sudanese boys—all of whom have resettled as refugees over the last several
years. I watch one, an 18-year-old named Sunday, wrap his arms encouragingly
around Peter Dut. “It’s a hard life here,” Sunday whispers to the older boy,
“but it’s a free life, too.” !

e

GR APHIC AIDS
What can you infer about
Riak’s experiences at
his junior high in North
Dakota based on this
photograph? Explain
your answer.

f

CONNECT
Think about what it’s like
to receive instructions
from a parent or other
adult. Do you think
these taped messages
will influence the boys?
Explain.

the lost boys
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall Why did the Lost Boys leave Sudan?
2. Summarize What hardships did the boys endure as they fled from their
homes in Sudan to the refugee camp in Kenya?
3. Clarify How did Peter Dut’s friend comfort him at the end of the article?

Critical Analysis
4. Connect Think back to the discussion you had about what it might be like to
be forced from your home. Did reading about these young refugees change
your feelings at all? Explain why or why not, citing details from the selection.
5. Analyze Characterization How would you describe the Dut brothers? What
details caused you to form this impression? Use a spider map like the one
shown to record the details—such as the boys’ words, or statements about
them—that influenced your opinion. Then describe the brothers in one or
two sentences.
Detail
Detail
Detail

My Impression of
the Dut Brothers

Detail

6. Interpret Graphic Aids Examine the map on page 550 and the photographs
on pages 549, 551, and 553. Which was most effective at helping you understand the Lost Boys’ experiences? Which had the strongest effect on you?
Explain, describing the type of information conveyed by each graphic aid.
7. Evaluate Author’s Purpose Review the chart you filled in as you read. What
do you think is Corbett’s primary purpose? Which purpose does she achieve
most effectively? Explain your answers, citing evidence from the text.

Reading-Writing Connection
writing prompt

self-check

Short Response: Analyze a Problem

A strong analysis will . . .

Of all the struggles these refugees faced in America, which
do you think must have been the most difficult? Consider
the alienation caused by culture shock, financial hardship,
loneliness, and the new climate. Write one or two
paragraphs explaining your view, citing evidence.
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• demonstrate a thorough
understanding of the
boys’ ordeal

• incorporate relevant and
convincing examples from the
text to support your opinion

The Open Window
saki

10

20

“My aunt will be down presently, Mr. Nuttel,” said a very self-possessed young
lady of fifteen; “in the mean-time you must try and put up with me.”
Framton Nuttel endeavored to say the correct something that should duly
flatter the niece of the moment without unduly discounting the aunt that was
to come. Privately he doubted more than ever whether these formal visits on
a succession of total strangers would do much toward helping the nerve cure1
which he was supposed to be undergoing. a
“I know how it will be,” his sister had said when he was preparing to
migrate to this rural retreat; “you will bury yourself down there and not speak
to a living soul, and your nerves will be worse than ever from moping. I shall
just give you letters of introduction to all the people I know there. Some of
them, as far as I can remember, were quite nice.”
Framton wondered whether Mrs. Sappleton, the lady to whom he was
presenting one of the letters of introduction, came into the nice division.
“Do you know many of the people round here?” asked the niece, when she
judged that they had had sufficient silent communion.
“Hardly a soul,” said Framton. “My sister was staying here, at the rectory,2
you know, some four years ago, and she gave me letters of introduction to
some of the people here.”
He made the last statement in a tone of distinct regret.
“Then you know practically nothing about my aunt?” pursued the selfpossessed young lady.
“Only her name and address,” admitted the caller. He was wondering
whether Mrs. Sappleton was in the married or widowed state. An undefinable
something about the room seemed to suggest masculine habitation.3

a TONE AND AUTHOR’S

PURPOSE
Paraphrase lines 3–7.
So far, how would you
describe Saki’s tone, or
his attitude toward this
character? Explain your
answer, citing evidence.

ANALYZE VISUALS
The narrator describes the
niece as “self-possessed,”
or confident and in
control. In your opinion,
does the young woman
in this painting look
self-possessed? Explain,
citing the details that
influenced your opinion.

1. nerve cure: a treatment for nervousness or anxiety.
2. the rectory (rDkPtE-rC): the parish priest’s house.
3. masculine habitation: that men lived there.
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Veil of Elegance, Peter Miller.
Private Collection. © The Bridgeman Art Library.
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“Her great tragedy happened just three years ago,” said the child; “that
would be since your sister’s time.”
“Her tragedy?” asked Framton; somehow in this restful country spot
tragedies seemed out of place.
“You may wonder why we keep that window wide open on an October
afternoon,” said the niece, indicating a large French window4 that opened on
to a lawn.
“It is quite warm for the time of the year,” said Framton; “but has that
window got anything to do with the tragedy?” b
“Out through that window, three years ago to a day, her husband and her
two young brothers went off for their day’s shooting. They never came back.
In crossing the moor to their favorite snipe-shooting ground they were all three
engulfed by a treacherous piece of bog. It had been that dreadful wet summer,
you know, and places that were safe in other years gave way suddenly without
warning. Their bodies were never recovered. That was the dreadful part of
it.” Here the child’s voice lost its self-possessed note and became falteringly
human. “Poor aunt always thinks that they will come back some day, they
and the little brown spaniel that was lost with them, and walk in that window
just as they used to do. That is why the window is kept open every evening
till it is quite dusk. Poor dear aunt, she has often told me how they went out,
her husband with his white waterproof coat over his arm, and Ronnie, her
youngest brother, singing ‘Bertie, why do you bound?’ as he always did to tease
her, because she said it got on her nerves. Do you know, sometimes on still,
quiet evenings like this, I almost get a creepy feeling that they will all walk
in through that window—”
She broke off with a little shudder. It was a relief to Framton when the
aunt bustled into the room with a whirl of apologies for being late in making
her appearance.
“I hope Vera has been amusing you?” she said.
“She has been very interesting,” said Framton. c
“I hope you don’t mind the open window,” said Mrs. Sappleton briskly;
“my husband and brothers will be home directly from shooting, and they
always come in this way. They’ve been out for snipe in the marshes today,
so they’ll make a fine mess over my poor carpets. So like you menfolk,
isn’t it?”
She rattled on cheerfully about the shooting and the scarcity of birds, and
the prospects for duck in the winter. To Framton it was all purely horrible. He
made a desperate but only partially successful effort to turn the talk on to a less
ghastly topic; he was conscious that his hostess was giving him only a fragment
of her attention, and her eyes were constantly straying past him to the open
window and the lawn beyond. It was certainly an unfortunate coincidence that
he should have paid his visit on this tragic anniversary.

4. French window: a pair of windows that extend to the floor and open like doors.
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b POINT OF VIEW

Is this story told from
the first-person or the
third-person point of
view? Explain how you
determined this, citing
evidence.

c PREDICT

Will Nuttel say anything
to Mrs. Sappleton about
her “great tragedy”?
Give reasons for your
prediction.
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“The doctors agree in ordering me complete rest, an absence of mental
excitement, and avoidance of anything in the nature of violent physical
exercise,” announced Framton, who labored under the tolerably widespread
delusion that total strangers and chance acquaintances are hungry for the least
detail of one’s ailments and infirmities, their cause and cure. “On the matter of
diet they are not so much in agreement,” he continued. d
“No?” said Mrs. Sappleton, in a voice which only replaced a yawn at the last
moment. Then she suddenly brightened into alert attention—but not to what
Framton was saying.
“Here they are at last!” she cried. “Just in time for tea, and don’t they look as
if they were muddy up to the eyes!”
Framton shivered slightly, and turned toward the niece with a look intended
to convey sympathetic comprehension. The child was staring out through the
open window with dazed horror in her eyes. In a chill shock of nameless fear
Framton swung round in his seat and looked in the same direction.
In the deepening twilight three figures were walking across the lawn toward
the window; they all carried guns under their arms, and one of them was
additionally burdened with a white coat hung over his shoulders. A tired
brown spaniel kept close at their heels. Noiselessly they neared the house, and
then a hoarse young voice chanted out of the dusk:
“I said, Bertie, why do you bound?”
Framton grabbed wildly at his stick and hat; the hall door, the gravel drive, and
the front gate were dimly noted stages in his headlong retreat. A cyclist coming
along the road had to run into the hedge to avoid imminent collision. e
“Here we are, my dear,” said the bearer of the white mackintosh, coming in
through the window; “fairly muddy, but most of it’s dry. Who was that who
bolted out as we came up?”
“A most extraordinary man, a Mr. Nuttel,” said Mrs. Sappleton; “could only
talk about his illnesses, and dashed off without a word of goodbye or apology
when you arrived. One would think he had seen a ghost.”
“I expect it was the spaniel,” said the niece calmly; “he told me he had a
horror of dogs. He was once hunted into a cemetery somewhere on the banks
of the Ganges5 by a pack of pariah dogs6, and had to spend the night in a
newly dug grave with the creatures snarling and grinning and foaming just
above him. Enough to make anyone lose his nerve.”
Romance7 at short notice was her specialty. !

d TONE AND AUTHOR’S

PURPOSE
Is the language Saki
uses to describe Nuttel’s
endless discussion of
his health formal or
informal? Explain the
tone this language
helps convey.

e GRAMMAR AND STYLE

Reread lines 89–91. Saki
uses the adverbs wildly
and dimly to emphasize
Nuttel’s desperate flight
from the house.

5. Ganges (gBnPjCz’): a large river in northern India.
6. pariah (pE-rFPE) dogs: dogs that have escaped from their owners and become wild.
7. romance: highly imaginative fiction.

the open window
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After Reading

Comprehension
1. Recall Describe the “great tragedy” that Vera relates to Mr. Nuttel. According
to Vera, why does her aunt keep the window open?
2. Recall Why does Nuttel leave so abruptly, and how does Vera explain his
frantic departure?
3. Paraphrase Reread the story’s final line. Then restate it in your own words.

Literary Analysis
4. Draw Conclusions A surprise ending is an unexpected twist at the end of
a story. Reread lines 15–25 and think about Vera’s behavior. Now that you
know how “The Open Window” ends, what would you say was Vera’s motive
for asking Nuttel each question listed in the chart shown?
Vera’s Question

Motive

“Do you know many of the people
round here?” (line 15)
“Then you know practically nothing
about my aunt?” (line 21)

5. Evaluate Predictions Review the chart you created as you read. How accurate
were your predictions? If they were very accurate, describe the clues that
allowed you to make such on-target guesses. If your predictions were off,
explain how Saki caught you by surprise.
6. Analyze Point of View Saki uses a third-person omniscient narrator in “The
Open Window.” The narrator is an outside voice that gives you access to the
thoughts and feelings of all the characters and relates events that may be
happening simultaneously. How would the end of this story be different if
it were told exclusively from Nuttel’s point of view? Explain your answer.
7. Analyze Tone and Author’s Purpose Think about Saki’s use of formal
language to describe silly situations, as well as his depiction of Mr. Nuttel.
From Saki’s tone, what can you infer about his purpose? Explain what
he might be trying to tell his readers about people like Mr. Nuttel. Cite
evidence from the text to support your analysis.

Literary Criticism
8. Critical Interpretations According to critic Rena Corb, the “successful ending”
of this story depends on “the reader’s belief, along with Nuttel’s, that Vera is
telling the truth.” Whether you, like Nuttel, fell for Vera’s story or you knew
she was lying to her guest all along, explain why you agree or disagree with
Corb’s assertion. Support your opinion with evidence from the selection.
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Algebra
Review

Directions: Each day is broken up by the respective work that should be completed. In order to
receive credit all work must be shown. I will leave video links that are helpful after the indicated
day.

Monday

Relations/Functions
Domain/Range

Tuesday

Linear functions

Wednesday

Linear equations/ graphs

Thursday

Rate of Change

Monday: Relations and Functions
Concept video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OxZ0JL4Bjzk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uz0MtFlLD-k
Domain and Range Interval Notation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DelhsWhbfXk
-

You only have to worry about the interval notation and not have to worry about
writing domain and range as an inequality.

19) How would you define relations and functions? How are they similar or different?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________

Tuesday: Identifying Linear functions
Identifying linear functions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WW_InNRM-d0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8L1A0klAQY

Directions: Determine if the functions are linear or nonlinear. Make sure to explain your
answers.

Wednesday: Identifying parts of linear functions
Parts of linear function:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBjEDy33OBY
Graphing lines not in slope intercept form
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOwh-Wk7Cq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zr0lB0WgyQI

Fill in the blank with the correct term using the videos above.

y=mx+b
Y:___________________
M:___________________
X:____________________
b:____________________
Directions: Graph the following lines below.

Thursday: Rate of change

Rate of change concept videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT6LclcJ-I8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cqQzI3RrqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7t2SLKMDKRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvzBH46D6ho

Helpful guide:

Rate of change = Slope =

Δy
Δx

=

y2−y1
x2−x1

15. The table shows the number of days you keep a rented movie before returning it and the
total cost of renting the movie. Find the rate of change in cost with respect to time and interpret
its meaning.

Time (days)

4

5

6

Cost (dollars)

6.00

8.25

10.50

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
__________

16. A community theater performed a play each Saturday evening for 10 consecutive weeks.
The graph shows the attendance for the performances in weeks 1, 4, 6, and 10. Describe the
rates of change in attendance with respect to time.
Week 1-4 :

Week 4-6 :

Week 6-10:

Chemistry

11th Grade Chemistry Distance Learning
5/4/20
Schedule
Monday 5/4

Avogradro’s Hypothesis and Molar Volume

Tuesday 5/5

Conversions between Moles and Gas Volume

Wednesday 5/6

Gas Density

Thursday 5/7

Mole Road Map

Friday 5/8

Any makeup work or Khan Academy

Avogradro’s Hypothesis and Molar Volume
Notes:
➔
➔
➔
➔
Vocabulary:
❖ Avogadro’s hypothesis:
❖ Molar Volume:
❖ Standard Temperature and Pressure:

Video 1: https://youtu.be/0gmD4WrAEy0
Take Notes!!!
➢
➢
➢
➢
Review Questions:
1. A container is filled with gas, what do we know about the space actually taken up by a
gas?

2. Why do we need to do all our comparisons at the same temperature and pressure?

3. At standard temperature and pressure, 1 mole of gas is always equal to how many liters?

www.ck12.org

C HAPTER

Chapter 1. Avogadro’s Hypothesis and Molar Volume

1

Avogadro’s Hypothesis and
Molar Volume

Learning Objectives

• State Avogadro’s hypothesis.
• Define standard temperature and pressure.
• Define molar volume.

How do scuba divers know if they will run out of gas?
Knowing how much gas is available for a dive is crucial to the survival of the diver. The tank on the diver’s back is
equipped with gauges to tell how much gas is present and what the pressure is. A basic knowledge of gas behavior
allows the diver to assess how long to stay under water without developing problems.
Avogadro’s Hypothesis and Molar Volume

Volume is a third way to measure the amount of matter, after item count and mass. With liquids and solids, volume
varies greatly depending on the density of the substance. This is because solid and liquid particles are packed
close together with very little space in between the particles. However, gases are largely composed of empty space
between the actual gas particles (see Figure 1.1).
In 1811, Amedeo Avogadro explained that the volumes of all gases can be easily determined. Avogadro’s hypothesis
states that equal volumes of all gases at the same temperature and pressure contain equal numbers of particles. Since
the total volume that a gas occupies is made up primarily of the empty space between the particles, the actual size
1
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FIGURE 1.1
Gas particles are very small compared to the large amounts of empty
space between them.

of the particles themselves is nearly negligible. A given volume of a gas with small light particles such as hydrogen
(H2 ) contains the same number of particles as the same volume of a heavy gas with large particles such as sulfur
hexafluoride, SF6 .
Gases are compressible, meaning that when put under high pressure, the particles are forced closer to one another. This decreases the amount of empty space and reduces the volume of the gas. Gas volume is also affected
by temperature. When a gas is heated, its molecules move faster and the gas expands. Because of the variation in
gas volume due to pressure and temperature changes, the comparison of gas volumes must be done at one standard
temperature and pressure. Standard temperature and pressure (STP) is defined as 0 C (273.15 K) and 1 atm
pressure. The molar volume of a gas is the volume of one mole of a gas at STP. At STP, one mole (6.02 ⇥ 1023
representative particles) of any gas occupies a volume of 22.4 L (Figure 1.2).

FIGURE 1.2
A mole of any gas occupies 22.4 L at standard temperature and pressure
(0 C and 1 atm).

Figure 1.3 illustrates how molar volume can be seen when comparing different gases. Samples of helium (He),
nitrogen (N2 ), and methane (CH4 ) are at STP. Each contains 1 mole or 6.02 ⇥ 1023 particles. However, the mass of
each gas is different and corresponds to the molar mass of that gas: 4.00 g/mol for He, 28.0 g/mol for N2 , and 16.0
g/mol for CH4 .
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FIGURE 1.3
Avogadro’s hypothesis states that equal
volumes of any gas at the same temperature and pressure contain the same number of particles. At standard temperature
and pressure, 1 mole of any gas occupies
22.4 L.

Summary

•
•
•
•

Equal volumes of gases at the same conditions contain the same number of particles.
Standard temperature and pressure is abbreviated (STP).
Standard temperature is 0 C (273.15 K) and standard pressure is 1 atm.
At STP, one mole of any gas occupies a volume of 22.4 L

Review

1. A container is filled with gas, what do we know about the space actually taken up by a gas?
2. Why do we need to do all our comparisons at the same temperature and pressure?
3. At standard temperature and pressure, 1 mole of gas is always equal to how many liters?
• Avogadro’s hypothesis: Equal volumes of all gases at the same temperature and pressure contain equal
numbers of particles.
• molar volume: The volume of one mole of a gas at STP.
• standard temperature and pressure (STP): 0 C (273.15 K) and 1 atm pressure.
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Conversions between Moles and Gas Volume
Notes:
➔
➔
➔
➔
Vocabulary:
❖ None

Video 1: https://youtu.be/SXo13S_B9f4
Take Notes!!!
➢
➢
➢
➢
Review Questions:
1. In the problems above, why was the gas always at standard temperature and pressure?

2. A container contains 45.2 L of N2 gas at STP. How many moles of N2 gas are in the
container?

3. If the gas in the previous problem was CH4 gas at STP instead of N2 gas, then how many
moles of CH4 gas would there be?
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Conversions Between
Moles and Gas Volume

Learning Objectives

• Make conversions between the volume of a gas and the number of moles of that gas.

How can you tell how much gas is in these containers?
Small gas tanks are often used to supply gases for chemistry reactions. A gas gauge will give some information
about how much is in the tank, but quantitative estimates are needed so the reaction will be able to proceed to
completion. Knowing how to calculate needed parameters for gases is very helpful to avoid running out too early.
Conversions Between Moles and Gas Volume

Molar volume at STP can be used to convert from moles to gas volume and from gas volume to moles. The equality
of 1 mole = 22.4 L is the basis for the conversion factor.
Sample Problem One: Converting Gas Volume to Moles

Many metals react with acids to produce hydrogen gas. A certain reaction produces 86.5 L of hydrogen gas at
STP. How many moles of hydrogen were produced?
Step 1: List the known quantities and plan the problem.
Known
1
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• 86.5 L H2
• 1 mol = 22.4 L

Unknown
• moles of H2
Apply a conversion factor to convert from liters to moles.
Step 2: Calculate.

86.5 L H2 ⇥

1 mol H2
= 3.86 mol H2
22.4 L H2

Step 3: Think about your result.
The volume of gas produced is nearly four times larger than the molar volume. The fact that the gas is hydrogen
plays no role in the calculation.
Sample Problem Two: Converting Moles to Gas Volume

What volume does 4.96 moles of O2 occupy at STP?
Step 1: List the known quantities and plan the problem.
Known
• 4.96 moles O2
• 1 mol = 22.4 L

Unknown
• volume of O2
Step 2: Calculate.
4.96 moles ⇥ 22.4 liters/mole = 111.1 liters

Step 3: Think about your result.

The volume seems correct given the number of moles.
Sample Problem Three: Converting Volume to Mass

If we know the volume of a gas sample at STP, we can determine how much mass is present. Assume we have 867
liters of N2 at STP. What is the mass of the nitrogen gas?
Step 1: List the known quantities and plan the problem.
Known
• 867 L N2
• 1 mol = 22.4 L
2
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• molar mass of N2 = 28.02 g/mol
Unknown
• mass of N2
Step 2: Calculate.
We start by determining the number of moles of gas present. We know that 22.4 liters of a gas at STP equals one
mole, so:

867 litres ⇥

1 mole
= 38.7 moles
22.4 liters

We also know the molecular weight of N2 (28.0 grams/mole), so we can then calculate the weight of nitrogen gas in
867 liters:

38.7 moles ⇥

28 grams
= 1083.6 grams N2
mole

Step 3: Think about your result.
In a multi-step problem, be sure that the units check.
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Summary

• Conversions between moles and volume of a gas are shown.
Review

1. In the problems above, why was the gas always at standard temperature and pressure?
2. A container contains 45.2 L of N2 gas at STP. How many moles of N2 gas are in the container?
3. If the gas in the previous problem was CH4 gas at STP instead of N2 gas, then how many moles of CH4 gas
would there be?
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Gas Density
Notes:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Vocabulary:
❖ None

 ideo 1: https://youtu.be/78K47pDG4qc
V
Take Notes!!!
➢
➢
➢
 ideo 2: https://youtu.be/nxXKy0guOts
V
Take Notes!!!
➢
➢
➢
Review Questions:

1. How is density calculated?

2. How is molar mass calculated?

3. What would be the volume of 3.5 moles of a gas?
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Gas Density

Learning Objectives

• Make calculations dealing with molar mass and density of a gas.

Why does carbon dioxide sink in air?
When we run a reaction to produce a gas, we expect it to rise into the air. Many students have done experiments
where gases such as hydrogen are formed. The gas can be trapped in a test tube held upside-down over the
reaction. Carbon dioxide, on the other hand, sinks when it is released. Carbon dioxide has a density greater
that air, so it will not rise like these other gases would.
Gas Density

As you know, density is defined as the mass per unit volume of a substance. Since gases all occupy the same volume
on a per mole basis, the density of a particular gas is dependent on its molar mass. A gas with a small molar mass
will have a lower density than a gas with a large molar mass. Gas densities are typically reported in g/L. Gas density
can be calculated from molar mass and molar volume.
Sample Problem One: Gas Density

What is the density of nitrogen gas at STP?
1
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FIGURE 1.1
Balloons filled with helium gas float in air because the density of helium is
less than the density of air.

Step 1: List the known quantities and plan the problem.
Known
• N2 = 28.02 g/mol
• 1 mol = 22.4 L
Unknown
• density = ? g/L
Molar mass divided by molar volume yields the gas density at STP.
Step 2: Calculate.
28.02 g 1 mol
⇥
= 1.25 g/L
1 mol
22.4 L
When set up with a conversion factor, the mol unit cancels, leaving g/L as the unit in the result.
Step 3: Think about your result.
The molar mass of nitrogen is slightly larger than molar volume, so the density is slightly greater than 1 g/L.
Alternatively, the molar mass of a gas can be determined if the density of the gas at STP is known.
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Sample Problem Two: Molar Mass from Gas Density

What is the molar mass of a gas whose density is 0.761 g/L at STP?
Step 1: List the known quantities and plan the problem.
Known

• N2 = 28.02 g/mol
• 1 mol = 22.4 L
Unknown

• molar mass = ? g/L
Molar mass is equal to density multiplied by molar volume.
Step 2: Calculate.

0.761 g 22.4 L
⇥
= 17.0 g/mol
1L
1 mol
Step 3: Think about your result.
Because the density of the gas is less than 1 g/L, the molar mass is less than 22.4.
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Summary

• Calculations are described showing conversions between molar mass and density for gases.

Review

1. How is density calculated?
2. How is molar mass calculated?
3. What would be the volume of 3.5 moles of a gas?
3

Mole Road Map
Notes:
➔
➔
➔
➔
Vocabulary:
❖ None

Video 1: https://youtu.be/eXRJr374uhk
Take Notes!!!
➢
➢
➢
➢
Review Questions:
1. In the problem above, what is the formula weight of neon?

2. What value is at the center of all the calculations?

3. If we had 79.3 grams of Xe, would we expect a volume that is greater than or less than
that obtained with neon?
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Mole Road Map

Learning Objectives

• Perform calculations involving interconversions of mass, moles, and volume of a gas.

How do I get from here to there?
If I want to visit the town of Manteo, North Carolina, out on the coast, I will need a map of how to get there. I may
have a printed map or I may download directions from the internet, but I need something to get me going in the right
direction. Chemistry road maps serve the same purpose. How do I handle a certain type of calculation? There is a
process and a set of directions to help.
Mole Road Map

Previously, we saw how the conversions between mass and number of particles required two steps, with moles as
the intermediate. This concept can now be extended to also include gas volume at STP. The resulting diagram is
referred to as a mole road map (see Figure 1.1).
The mole is at the center of any calculation involving amount of a substance. The sample problem below is one of
many different problems that can be solved using the mole road map.
Sample Problem One: Mole Road Map

What is the volume of 79.3 g of neon gas at STP?
Step 1: List the known quantities and plan the problem.
Known
1
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FIGURE 1.1
The mole road map shows the conversion
factors needed to interconvert between
mass, number of particles, and volume of
a gas.

• Ne = 20.18 g/mol
• 1 mol = 22.4 L
Unknown
• volume = ? L
The conversion factors will be grams ! moles ! gas volume.
Step 2: Calculate.

79.3 g Ne ⇥

1 mol Ne
22.4 L Ne
⇥
= 88.0 L Ne
20.18 g Ne 1 mol Ne

Step 3: Think about your result.
The given mass of neon is equal to about 4 moles, resulting in a volume that is about 4 times larger than molar
volume.
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Summary

• An overall process is given for calculations involving moles, grams, and gas volume.
Review

1. In the problem above, what is the formula weight of neon?
2. What value is at the center of all the calculations?
3. If we had 79.3 grams of Xe, would we expect a volume that is greater than or less than that obtained with
neon?
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African
American
Studies

BETWEEN THE WORLD AND ME GUIDED READING & DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
To guide you as you are reading Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates, the Advising
and Summer Reading Committee compiled a list of questions*. Please answer and reflect on
these questions as you read. Questions have been organized in sequential order of the
quotations from the text. You are encouraged to bring your responses and reflections to the
small group discussions you will have with your Gateway classmates and University community
members (faculty, staff, alumni, and student leaders) during Turning Titan: New Student
Orientation 2017.
1) Coates states, “Americans believe in the reality of ‘race’ as a defined indubitable feature
of the natural world…But race is the child of racism, not the father” (p. 7).
a) What do you think Coates means when he defines race in this way?
b) How does this assertion compel us to think about the history of race and racism
in the United States and globally?
c) When were you first aware of your racial identity?
d) Have you had conversations about race with your family? Your friends?
Acquaintances? If so, what did those conversations look like?
e) How has your race impacted your access to resources, education and/or
income? If it hasn’t, why do you think that is?
2) “When the journalist asked me about my body, it was like she was asking me to awaken
her from the most gorgeous dream. I have seen that dream all my life. It is perfect
houses with nice lawns. It is Memorial Day cookouts, block associations, and driveways.
The Dream is treehouses and the Cub Scouts. The Dream smells like peppermint but
tastes like strawberry shortcake” (pp. 10-11).
a) What do you consider to be the American Dream?
b) Do you think everyone has equal access to the Dream?
c) How does Coates’s version of the Dream differ from other, idealized versions of
the Dream favored by popular media, literature, and other outlets?
3) Coates writes of schools that “were not concerned with curiosity. They were concerned
with compliance” (p. 26).
a) How does the author see the education system as complicit with a power that
continues to divide America into separate worlds?
b) Do you have personal experience with a school that was or was not concerned
with curiosity?
4) When talking about race and privilege, Coates writes: “‘White America’ is a syndicate
arrayed to protect its exclusive power to dominate and control our bodies. Sometimes
this power is direct (lynching), and sometimes it is insidious (redlining). But however it
appears, the power of domination and exclusion is central to the belief in being white,
and without it, ‘white people’ would cease to exist for want of reasons” (p. 42). How do
you react to this statement?
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